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Abstract
This paper addresses the system characterization and the polarimetric calibration of the Ku-Band Advanced Polarimet-
ric Interferometer (KAPRI). KAPRI is an FMCW ground-based real aperture radar system that uses slotted waveguide
antennas. The rotation of the antennas introduces undesired phase ramps in azimuth. We present a geometrical model
to account for this phase, and propose a method to correct it. Experimental data with a set of trihedral corner reflectors
(TCR) in the scene was acquired with the system. A linear phase variation of 30 degrees was observed over the TCR
which was geometrically modeled and successfully corrected.

1 Introduction

The Ku-Band Advanced Polarimetric Radar Interferom-
eter (KAPRI) is an experimental ground-based FMCW
real aperture radar (Figure 1). It operates at 17.2 GHz
with a chirp bandwidth of 200 MHz, giving a range reso-
lution of 0.75 m. Azimuth resolution is obtained using a
slotted waveguide antenna with a beamwidth of 0.4◦.
KAPRI is a polarimetric extension of the Gamma
Portable Radar Interferometer [1, 2].
In addition to the two standard modes of the GPRI,
namely D-INSAR for measurement of line-of-sight dis-
placements and single pass InSAR for digital elevation
model generations, using KAPRI it is possible to acquire
full polarimetric, interferometric datasets. This is of
interest for several applications, especially for the obser-
vation of natural targets such as ice, snow or vegetation.
In this paper, we address a number of system-specific
effects that have to be modeled and corrected to produce
calibrated polarimetric data.

Figure 1: KAPRI during the first field test. The top two
antennas are the H and V polarized transmitting antennas.
The four bottom antennas correspond to the two receiving
channels, each with a H and a V polarized antenna.

2 KAPRI: Data Acquisition and
Imaging Procedure

Some of these effects are known from the previous expe-
rience with the regular GPRI, others are due to the mod-
ifications to the device and the antennas that permit po-
larimetric imaging. Thus, it is useful to first describe the
general processing method that was previously used to
obtain images with the GPRI.

2.1 Standard Processing Pipeline

In the range dimension, resolution is obtained with the
FMCW principle[3] by transmitting a chirped signal
while receiving. The received signal is then mixed with
the signal being transmitted; a Fourier transform then al-
lows to recover the range profile.
To separate scatters in the cross-range direction, a nar-
row beam emitted by a slotted array antenna is scanned
in azimuth by mechanical rotation. During the rotation
the data is oversampled in azimuth by using an angular
step smaller than the antenna beamwidth, so that differ-
ent realizations of the same signal can be decimated in
azimuth by averaging adjacent samples before the range
compression. This is done to increase the SNR of the
measurement.
The processing of the data to obtain azimuth-resolved
range profiles is made more complicated by the phased-
array antennas: a deviation of the signal frequency
from the design value will cause the antenna pattern to
squint, reducing the effective azimuth resolution of the
antenna [4]. To overcome this problem, at each fre-
quency bin the dechirped samples are interpolated in az-
imuth to correct for the frequency-dependent azimuth
beam squinting.
After this correction, the raw data is decimated in azimuth
and then range-compressed using a Fourier transform [3].
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2.2 Azimuthal Phase Ramp
With the standard GPRI, the range compressed data could
be used directly to compute differential interferograms or
elevation models.
Using KAPRI, when the phase of the undecimated range
compressed data is analyzed, azimuthal phase ramps with
different slopes for the HH and VV channels are observed
(see Figure 5a and Figure 5c). This was not a problem
when only one antenna type was employed, as this sys-
tematic effect was removed when computing phase dif-
ferences between acquisitions in time or in space.
These ramps are potential source of errors for the polari-
metric calibration and analysis: when data acquired with
different antennas is combined coherently for polarime-
try, the phase for the two channels do not cancel out and
a residual variation in azimuth is observed.
The ramps are presumably caused by the fact that the
phase center of the antennas are not positioned at the lo-
cation of the rotation axis of the radar [5]. Additionally,
the H and V antennas are not physically identical, such
that potentially they have also different phase center lo-
cations along the slotted waveguide.
To model the effect of the shifted phase centers, the ge-
ometry of Figure 2 is used: an antenna is mounted at the
end of a lever arm of length rarm. The arm is rotated
around the vertical axis at the other end to perform an
azimuth scan of the beam. The antenna phase center has
an horizontal displacement rph from the lever arm attach-
ment.
We consider a point scatterer in the scene that has a range
of closest approach rsl when the phase center lies on the
line connecting the point target to the lever arm rotation
center.
Using this geometry, the phase of the signal scattered by
the point target and measured at the antenna phase center
during the scan as a function of the relative rotation from
the closest approach, θ is:

φpt =
4π

λ
R(θ) (1)

where R(θ) is the distance from the phase center to the
point target.
To compute R, we apply the law of cosines on the green
triangle in Figure 2: one side has length c = rsl + rant
and the other rant. This length is the equivalent antenna
rotation arm for a system with no phase center shift:

rant =
√
r2arm + r2ph, (2)

while the included angle θ is the rotation from the situa-
tion of closest approach:

R =
√
c2 + r2ant − 2crant cos (θ − α). (3)

The function is evaluated around the angle α =
arctan

rph
rarm

. This shift models the fact that for a dis-
placed phase center the closest approach is not obtained
when the target is in the center of the beamwidth, as
shown in Figure 2. In this case, a faster phase variation is

expected because the cosine has a larger derivative in that
region.
A scanning real aperture described by this model mea-
sures complex reflectivity range profiles d(θi, R) of a
scene for the antenna rotation angles θi. For a point tar-
get at a fixed distance rsl from the radar, due to Equa-
tion 3, the measured range R changes as a function of θi.
Thus, the point scatterer response is observed to move
through several range cells in the range compressed data.
This variation in range is named Range Cell Migration
(RCM).
When the amount of range migration is much smaller
than the range resolution, only the associated phase
change (Equation 1) that produces the azimuthal phase
ramp needs to be addressed. In the case of KAPRI, the
former situation applies, otherwise more involved pro-
cessing is required to realign the range samples to com-
pensate for the RCM.

Figure 2: Geometry used for the derivation of the phase.
rph: horizontal phase center displacement. rarm: an-
tenna lever arm. rsl: range of closest approach. θ ro-
tation angle from the situation at closest approach. R
range to the point scatterer during the scan. The antenna
beamwidth (gray triangle) is exaggerated.

In the geometrical model, the antenna phase center po-
sition in the coordinate system centered at the rotation
axis is described by two parameters: the length of the
antenna lever arm rarm and the horizontal displacement
of the phase center along the length of the antenna, rph.
The first parameter is specified by the manufacturer or
can be measured. This is not the case for rph; if the an-
tenna has a large size and the wavelength is small, errors
in the manufacturing of the antenna structure can result
in significant displacements of the phase center from its
intended location at the midpoint of the array. Therefore,
we determine rph from the data by solving a nonlinear
least squares problem:

argmax
(rph,φoff )

||φmeas − φsim||2. (4)

Where φsim = φpt + φoff is the simulated phase com-
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puted using equation 1. A phase offset is added to model
the unknown scattering and propagation phases of the tar-
get and the effect of noise. This is necessary in order to
compute the correct value for rph, even though the esti-
mated value for the phase offset will not be needed in the
phase correction algorithm.
Once the parameter rph is determined, the model in Equa-
tion 3 can be used to derive a correction for the phase dis-
tortion. To do so, for each range line rsl in the data, the
measured azimuth samples d(θ, rsl) are convolved with a
filter of the form:

f(θ) = e
4π
λ (R(θ,rsl)−rsl)w (θ) . (5)

Here w is a windowing function of length Lint that is
necessary to limit the length of the integration; if this is
not done, samples corresponding to different scatterers
are combined coherently, degrading the azimuth resolu-
tion and the quality of the phase information.
By subtraction of rsl fromR in Equation 5, the filter only
corrects the phase ramp relative to the propagation phase
at the range of closest approach. In this way that the cor-
rection does not alter the absolute phase of the signal.
The corrected, range compressed data is then:

dcorr (θ, rsl) =

Lint
2∫

−Lint2

e
4π
λ (R(θ−θ′,rsl)−rsl)d (θ′) dθ′.

(6)
This operation can be considered to be an modification
of the azimuth decimation used for the standard GPRI
processing, where f(θ) was a constant function.

2.3 Polarimetric Calibration
After the phase ramp correction, since the phase should
only contain scattering and propagation contributions, the
data can be calibrated for polarimetry.
Neglecting crosstalk between the channels, the measured
scattering matrix for a pixel Smeas is assumed to be re-
lated to the theoretical matrix S by[6]:

Smeas =

[
Shh fgei(φt)Shv

f/gei(φr)Svh f2ei(φr+φt)Svv

]
(7)

where f is the one-way copolar amplitude imbalance and
g the crosspolar imbalance. φt = φt,v −φt,h is the phase
imbalance when transmitting and φr = φr,v − φr,h is
the receiver phase imbalance. The copolar amplitude im-
balance f and φr +φt are determined from the HH-V V
intensity ratio and the phase difference measured at a cor-
ner reflector.
g and φt−φr are estimated from theHV -V H amplitude
ratio and phase difference averaged over all pixels in the
scene. This estimation is based on the assumption of reci-
procity for natural distributed targets.
Owing to the polarimetric acquisition mode used by
KAPRI, the crosstalk can be neglected in first approxi-
mation: only one polarization is acquired at each pulse

by electronically connecting the desired transmitting and
receiving antennas to the radar.
This method ensures a very high degree of polarization
isolation between the channels. The isolation of the re-
ceiver has been measured by the manufacturer in the lab-
oratory by connecting a delay line from the transmitter
output to the input port for the H polarized antenna and
leaving the V port disconnected. The minimum isolation
observed for this configuration is in the order of 40 dB.
Because only the co-polarized antenna pattern is known,
it cannot be excluded that a certain amount of crosstalk is
caused by the antennas having cross-pol sidelobes in the
direction of copolar main lobe.
Because the calibrated data appears to have a good po-
larimetric quality, the determination and correction of the
crosstalk may not be strictly necessary.

3 Experimental Data and Results

For the characterization and calibration of KAPRI, a full
polarimetric dataset of a scene containing five Trihedral
Corner Rreflectors (TCR) was acquired; their location is
marked in Figure 4.
The system is equipped with a 2 meters long slotted
waveguide antenna with a beamwidth of 0.4◦. The an-
tenna is mounted on a lever arm of length rarm = 0.25
m with respect to the vertical rotation axis of the system.
During the test, the antenna was rotated in increment of
0.01◦.
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Figure 3: Unwrapped azimuthal phase for the TCR, VV
channel. The blue line is the measured phase, the green
line the phase computed using the model, with an esti-
mated horizontal phase center offset rph = 12cm.
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Figure 4: Geocoded intensity and phase of the HH-VV
covariance matrix element after correction and polarimet-
ric calibration. The reflectors location is marked with ma-
genta circles. The inset figure shows the HH-VV coher-
ence in the vicinity of a TCR.

3.1 Azimuth Phase Ramp

The polarimetric response of the range compressed data
was then analyzed; the first step being the computation of
the HH-VV phase difference. When examining it, an un-
expected phase ramp in azimuth direction was observed
at the reflectors. The ramp was mainly caused by a very
pronounced linear phase trend in the VV channel (Fig-
ure 5c). To explain this behavior the geometrical model
of subsection 2.2 was developed and tested on the TCRs:
the range and azimuth coordinates corresponding to the
reflectors were identified and the samples included in
the antenna 3dB beamwidth where extracted and used to
compute rph with the method described in subsection 2.2.
The resulting horizontal phase center displacement rph is
12 cm for the VV channel and 2 cm for the HH channel.
The measured and modeled unwrapped phase for one re-
flector in the VV channel is plotted in Figure 3 alongside
with the simulated phase, a good fit can be observed.
Using the estimated value for rph the data was corrected
according to Equation 5, with an integration length Lint
corresponding to 0.7◦. It was observed that a that a longer
integration window leads to a better phase response at
the cost of a reduced azimuth resolution. In Figure 5 the
oversampled phase and amplitude responses of a TCR for
the HH and VV channel are displayed before and after
the correction.
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(a) Before phase correction
(HH channel).
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(b) After phase correction (HH
channel).
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(c) Before phase correction
(VV channel).
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(d) After phase correction (VV
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Figure 5: Oversampled phase response of a trihedral cor-
ner reflector. Range is horizontal, azimuth is vertical.
One color cycle corresponds to a phase change of 2π.
The intensity is coded in the brightness. The phase at
the peak was subtracted from each response for a better
comparison of the phase ramps.

To allow a more precise analysis, the phase response for
all TCRs at the range of maximum intensity is plotted for
the VV channel in Figure 6. The plot for the HH is not
shown as the variation was much smaller in that case. For
an easier comparison of the phase variation, the phase at
the maximum amplitude was subtracted from each curve.
The uncorrected data shows an azimuth phase ramp with
a variation of approx. 30◦ inside the antenna beamwidth.
The reflectors at 107 and 299 meters have a non-linear re-
sponse that cannot be explained by the model. The nearer
target was presumably not in the full far field region of the
radar, which starts approx. 500 m. The corner reflector at
299 m was intentionally obscured by placing it behind a
row of trees; its response may contain a contribution by
the two way propagation of the beam through the obscur-
ing trees and back to the radar.
In all cases, the phase ramp has been reduced to under
10◦ by the correction. The two reflectors at 107 and 499
showing the biggest residual variation, this result is to be
expected because they show an uncorrected phase ramp
that is not well explained by the model. Finally, we ob-
serve that because of the integration in azimuth, the am-
plitude response is broadened resulting in a angular reso-
lution of approx 0.7◦.
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(a) Before phase correction.
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(b) After phase correction.

Figure 6: Phase and amplitude response for the TCRs
in the VV channel. The phase at the maximum has been
subtracted to make the two curves comparable. The red
lines indicate the width of the antenna beamwidth. The
phase variation is under 10◦ after the proposed correction,
the residual change being mostly outside of the antenna
beamwidth.

3.2 Polarimetric Analysis

After the correction of the azimuthal phase ramp, the po-
larimetric calibration parameters were determined using
the procedure described in subsection 2.3. The validity of
the polarimetric calibration is verified by computing po-
larization signatures[7] for the trihedral reflectors. In Fig-
ure 7 the co-polarised amplitude response for two TCRs
before and after the calibration are shown. The uncali-
brated signature is so distorted that it cannot be connected
with any ideal scattering mechanism. After the phase and
imbalance compensation, the response is much closer to
the expected signature for perfect odd bounce scattering,
supporting the validity of the proposed correction and
calibration method.
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Figure 7: Co-polarized signature for two trihedral corner
reflectors. Figure 7a before the polarimetric calibration,
Figure 7b after the polarimetric calibration procedure.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we addressed aspects of the system charac-
terization required for the full polarimetric calibration of
KAPRI, the new ground-based Ku-band interferometric
FMCW radar. In particular, we discussed a geometri-
cal model to explain azimuthal phase variation of point
target responses in the range-compressed data. An an-
tenna phase center which is displaced with respect to the
lever arm is assumed. This induces a slight variation in
range during the scan and thus a phase modulation in
the phase of point scatterers. This phase complicates the
polarimetric calibration of the device by introducing a
phase term unrelated to scattering or propagation in the
acquired data.
Using a geometrical model, we can estimate the location
of the phase center in the antenna and correct the phase
ramp by coherently combining azimuth samples with
an appropriate, range-dependent phase correction factor.
This produces data where the azimuth phase response of
point targets is stable within the 3 dB beamwidth of the
antenna.
After this correction, a polarimetric calibration
technique[6] was applied to correct phase and ampli-
tude imbalances, producing calibrated full polarimetric
data. The calibration was verified using the polarization
responses of trihedral corner reflectors. The signatures of
the corrected data were similar to the expected response
for ideal trihedral reflectors.
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